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The English Assassin Oct 28 2022 Spy turned art restorer Gabriel Allon finds
himself accused of murder in this New York Times bestseller from Daniel Silva.
An Israeli spy by trade and art restorer by preference, Gabriel Allon arrives in
Zurich to restore the work of an Old Master for a millionaire banker—and finds
himself standing in blood and framed for the man’s murder. While trying to
clear his name, Allon is swept into a spiraling chain of events involving Nazi art
theft, a decades-old suicide, and a dark and bloody trail of killings—some of
them his own. The spy world Allon thought he had left behind has come back to
haunt him. And he will have to fight for his life—against an assassin he himself
helped train.
An Assassin's Guide to Love and Treason Apr 10 2021 Shakespeare in Love
meets Mr. and Mrs. Smith in this witty and thrilling story of star-crossed
assassins in Elizabeth England, perfect for fans of My Lady Jane and
TheGentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue! When Lady Katherine's father is killed
for being an illegally practicing Catholic, she discovers treason wasn't the only
secret he's been hiding: he was also involved in a murder plot against the
reigning Queen Elizabeth I. With nothing left to lose, Katherine disguises herself
as a boy and travels to London to fulfill her father's mission, and to take it one
step further -- kill the queen herself. Katherine's opportunity comes in the form
of William Shakespeare's newest play, which is to be performed in front of Her
Majesty. But what she doesn't know is that the play is not just a play. It's a plot
to root out insurrectionists and destroy the rebellion once and for all. The
mastermind behind this ruse is Toby Ellis, a young spy for the queen with
secrets of his own. When Toby and Katherine are cast opposite each other as
the play's leads, they find themselves inexplicably drawn to one another. But
the closer they grow, the more precarious their positions become. And soon
they learn that star-crossed love, mistaken identity, and betrayal are far more
dangerous off the stage than on.
Rural Rides May 31 2020 Rural Rides is the book for which the English
journalist, agriculturist and political reformer William Cobbett is best known. At

the time of writing Rural Rides, in the early 1820s, Cobbett was a radical antiCorn Law campaigner. He embarked on a series of journeys by horseback
through the countryside of Southeast England and the English Midlands. He
wrote down what he saw from the points of view both of a farmer and a social
reformer. The result documents the early 19th-century countryside and its
people as well as giving free vent to Cobbett's opinions
Portrait of a Spy Jul 13 2021 “A bona fide thrill ride.” —Miami Herald “Silva
builds tension with breathtaking double and triple turns of plot.” —People
Portrait of a Spy is Silva’s eleventh thriller to feature art restorer and master
spy Gabriel Allon as he races from Great Britain to Washington to New York to
the Middle East on the trail of a deadly and elusive terrorist network responsible
for massacres in Paris, Copenhagen, and at London’s Covent Garden.
Portrait of an Unknown Woman Jul 21 2019 In a spellbinding new masterpiece
by #1 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Silva, Gabriel Allon undertakes
a high-stakes search for the greatest art forger who ever lived Legendary spy
and art restorer Gabriel Allon has at long last severed ties with Israeli
intelligence and settled quietly in Venice, the only place where he has ever truly
known peace. His beautiful wife, Chiara, has taken over the day-to-day
management of the Tiepolo Restoration Company, and their two young children
are discreetly enrolled in a neighborhood scuola elementare. For his part,
Gabriel spends his days wandering the streets and canals of the watery city,
bidding farewell to the demons of his tragic, violent past. But when the
eccentric London art dealer Julian Isherwood asks Gabriel to investigate the
circumstances surrounding the rediscovery and lucrative sale of a centuries-old
painting, he is drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse where nothing is as it
seems. Gabriel soon discovers that the work in question, a portrait of an
unidentified woman attributed to Sir Anthony van Dyck, is almost certainly a
fiendishly clever fake. To find the mysterious figure who painted it—and uncover
a multibillion-dollar fraud at the pinnacle of the art world—Gabriel conceives
one of the most elaborate deceptions of his career. If it is to succeed, he must
become the very mirror image of the man he seeks: the greatest art forger the
world has ever known. Stylish, sophisticated, and ingeniously plotted, Portrait
of an Unknown Woman is a wildly entertaining journey through the dark side of
the art world—a place where unscrupulous dealers routinely deceive their
customers and deep-pocketed investors treat great paintings as though they
were just another asset class to be bought and sold at a profit. From its elegant
opening to the shocking twists of its climax, the novel is a tour de force of
storytelling and one of the finest pieces of heist fiction ever written. And it is
still more proof that, when it comes to international intrigue and suspense,
Daniel Silva has no equal.
WARP Book 1 The Reluctant Assassin Mar 09 2021 Riley, a teen orphan boy
living in Victorian London, has had the misfortune of being apprenticed to Albert
Garrick, an illusionist who has fallen on difficult times and now uses his unique
conjuring skills to gain access to victims' dwellings. On one such escapade,
Garrick brings his reluctant apprentice along and urges him to commit his first
killing. Riley is saved from having to commit the grisly act when the intended
victim turns out to be a scientist from the future, part of the FBI's Witness
Anonymous Relocation Program (WARP) Riley is unwittingly transported via
wormhole to modern day London, followed closely by Garrick. In modern
London, Riley is helped by Chevron Savano, a nineteen-year-old FBI agent sent

to London as punishment after a disastrous undercover, anti-terrorist operation
in Los Angeles. Together Riley and Chevie must evade Garrick, who has been
fundamentally altered by his trip through the wormhole. Garrick is now not only
evil, but he also possesses all of the scientist's knowledge. He is determined to
track Riley down and use the timekey in Chevie's possession to make his way
back to Victorian London where he can literally change the world.
Assassin's Quest (The Illustrated Edition) Apr 22 2022 “An enthralling
conclusion to this superb trilogy, displaying an exceptional combination of
originality, magic, adventure, character, and drama.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred
review) King Shrewd is dead at the hands of his son Regal. As is Fitz—or so his
enemies and friends believe. But with the help of his allies and his beast magic,
he emerges from the grave, deeply scarred in body and soul. The kingdom also
teeters toward ruin: Regal has plundered and abandoned the capital, while the
rightful heir, Prince Verity, is lost to his mad quest—perhaps to death. Only
Verity’s return—or the heir his princess carries—can save the Six Duchies. But
Fitz will not wait. Driven by loss and bitter memories, he undertakes a quest: to
kill Regal. The journey casts him into deep waters, as he discovers wild currents
of magic within him—currents that will either drown him or make him something
more than he was. Praise for Robin Hobb and Assassin’s Quest “Fantasy as it
ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of
zircons.”—George R. R. Martin “Superbly written, wholly satisfying,
unforgettable: better than any fantasy trilogy in print—including
mine!”—Melanie Rawn
The Assassination of Margaret Thatcher Mar 29 2020 The New York Times
bestselling collection, from the Man Booker prize-winner for Wolf Hall and Bring
Up the Bodies, that has been called "scintillating" (New York Times Books
Review), "breathtaking" (NPR), "exquisite" (The Chicago Tribune) and
"otherworldly" (Washington Post). "A new Hilary Mantel book is an Event with a
‘capital ‘E.'"—NPR "A book of her short stories is like a little sweet treat."—USA
Today (4 stars) "[Mantel is at] the top of her game."—Salon "Genius."—The
Seattle Times One of the most accomplished, acclaimed, and garlanded writers,
Hilary Mantel delivers a brilliant collection of contemporary stories In The
Assassination of Margaret Thatcher, Hilary Mantel's trademark gifts of
penetrating characterization, unsparing eye, and rascally intelligence are once
again fully on display. Stories of dislocation and family fracture, of whimsical
infidelities and sudden deaths with sinister causes, brilliantly unsettle the
reader in that unmistakably Mantel way. Cutting to the core of human
experience, Mantel brutally and acutely writes about marriage, class, family,
and sex. Unpredictable, diverse, and sometimes shocking, The Assassination of
Margaret Thatcher displays a magnificent writer at the peak of her powers.
The Plotters Nov 05 2020 “[A] powerhouse of a novel....It reads as if Haruki
Murakami rewrote The Day of the Jackal.” - Locus Magazine "Editor's Choice"
New York Times Book Review "The Most Anticipated Crime Books of 2019"
CrimeReads “Most Anticipated Books of 2019” Lit Hub "This Winter's Best
Thrillers" Chicago Review of Books "Best Books of the Year" Apple A fantastical
crime novel set in an alternate Seoul where assassination guilds compete for
market dominance. Behind every assassination, there is an anonymous
mastermind--a plotter--working in the shadows. Plotters quietly dictate the
moves of the city's most dangerous criminals, but their existence is little more
than legend. Just who are the plotters? And more important, what do they want?

Reseng is an assassin. Raised by a cantankerous killer named Old Raccoon in
the crime headquarters "The Library," Reseng never questioned anything: where
to go, who to kill, or why his home was filled with books that no one ever read.
But one day, Reseng steps out of line on a job, toppling a set of carefully
calibrated plans. And when he uncovers an extraordinary scheme set into
motion by an eccentric trio of young women--a convenience store clerk, her
wheelchair-bound sister, and a cross-eyed librarian--Reseng will have to decide
if he will remain a pawn or finally take control of the plot. Crackling with action
and filled with unforgettable characters, The Plotters is a deeply entertaining
thriller that soars with the soul, wit, and lyricism of real literary craft.
Assassin Oct 16 2021 He is the most popular President in decades - which is
why they want him dead When a people-trafficker dies a violent death in Dubai,
and a gangland money-launderer has a fatal car accident in San Francisco, both
bear the hallmarks of a Sam Carver 'accident'. The only problem is Sam Carver
no longer plays that game. He made a promise. But someone is setting Carver
up, framing him for crimes he didn't commit. And now his old paymasters at MI6
want him stopped. A copycat killer wants to crush Carver, and then beat him at
his own game by hitting the world's most prominent target, the new President
of the United States. Carver will have to use all his cunning and tradecraft to
stop this deadly opponent. Alone and on the run, he must fight to clear his name
- but first he must stop a fatal shot that will be heard around the world.
The English Assassin Sep 27 2022 Art restorer and sometime spy Gabriel Allon
is asked to visit Zurich, to clean the work of an Old Master for a millionaire
banker. But when he gets there he finds the corpse of his client in a pool of
blood beneath the masterpiece, and discovers that a secret collection of
priceless paintings - stolen by Nazis in the war - is missing. With the Swiss
authorities trying to pin the murder on Allon and a powerful cabal determined to
make sure this wartime secret remains buried, the art restorer must use all his
former spy skills to find out the truth. And with an assassin that he helped to
train also on the loose, Allon will need all his wits just to stay alive ......
Assassin Jul 01 2020 There lives an assassin in a far away kingdom called
Astodia. She works under the strong reign of King Sadim, taking down an
organization called the Rebel Army leader by leader, cutting down their roots to
make sure her kingdom stays safe. But what happens when the one closest to
her is poisoned by one of the rebels-a spy that lives in the castle right under her
nose? Will she be able to sacrifice the ones she loves most, or will she make a
decision in time that could save one life but destroy many more? Will Adalia the
Assassin be able to stay true to her title, or will she be defeated by only thing
that can take her down forever: her own heart?
The English Spy Oct 04 2020 #1 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Silva
delivers another stunning thriller in his latest action-packed tale of high stakes
international intrigue featuring the inimitable Gabriel Allon. First there was THE
ENGLISH ASSASSIN. Then there was THE ENGLISH GIRL. Now comes THE
ENGLISH SPY . . . Master novelist Daniel Silva has thrilled readers with
seventeen thoughtful and gripping spy novels featuring a diverse cast of
compelling characters and ingenious plots that have taken them around the
globe and back—from the United States to Europe, Russia to the Middle East.
His brilliant hero, Gabriel Allon—art restorer, assassin, spy—has joined the
pantheon of great fictional secret agents, including George Smiley, Jack Ryan,
Jason Bourne, and Simon Templar. Following the success of his smash hit The

Heist, Daniel Silva returns with another blockbuster—a powerhouse novel that
showcases his outstanding skill and brilliant imagination, and is sure to be a
must read for both his multitudes of fans and growing legions of converts.
Eagle Strike Oct 24 2019 Alex Rider is now an IMDBtv original series! Alex Rider
is an orphan turned teen superspy who's saving the world one mission at a
time—from #1 New York Times bestselling author! Sir Damian Cray is a
philanthropist, peace activist, and the world's most famouspop star. But still it's
not enough. He needs more if he is to save the world. Trouble is, only Alex Rider
recognizes that it's the world that needs saving from Sir Damian Cray.
Underneath the luster of glamour and fame lies a twisted mind, ready to
sacrifice the world for his beliefs. But in the past, Alex has always had the
backing of the government. This time, he's on his own. Can one teenager
convince the world that the most popular man on earth is a madman bent on
destruction-before time runs out? From the author of Magpie Murders and
Moriarty.
Venom Jan 27 2020 What kind of assassin works pro bono? It’s hard to be a
badass assassin when a giant is beating the crap out of you. Luckily, I never let
pride get in the way of my work. My current mission is personal: annihilate Mab
Monroe, the Fire elemental who murdered my family. Which means protecting
my identity, even if I have to conceal my powerful Stone and Ice magic when I
need it most. To the public, I’m Gin Blanco, owner of Ashland’s best barbecue
joint. To my friends, I’m the Spider, retired assassin. I still do favors on the side.
Like ridding a vampire friend of her oversized stalker—Mab’s right-hand goon
who almost got me dead with his massive fists. At least irresistible Owen
Grayson is on my side. The man knows too much about me, but I’ll take my
chances. Then there’s Detective Bria Coolidge, one of Ashland’s finest. Until
recently, I thought my baby sister was dead. She probably thinks the same
about me. Little does she know, I’m a cold-blooded killer . . . who is about to
save her life.
Assassin Aug 02 2020 Into the middle of gang warfare comes a force more
powerful than vengeance, more lethal than high velocity weapons, and more
terrifying than any nightmareLondon is gripped by the bloodiest outbreak of
gang warfare ever seen. Shootings in the street, kidnappings, bombs, and car
chases have become commonplace. The gutters are running red with blood and
the police are powerless to stop it. Frank Harrison has ruled gangland
unopposed for more than two years, and now someone is out to wipe him and
his men from the face of the earth. Who and why? The answer, when it comes,
will test not just Harrison's courage but his sanity too. For him, there is only one
way to fight back against an enemy he can barely believe he faces. So, into this
world of violence, corruption, madness, and death comes the Assassin.
The English Girl May 11 2021 ‘Allon is the 21st century Bond.’ Daily Mail Gabriel
Allon, master art restorer and assassin, returns in a spellbinding new thriller
from No.1 bestselling author Daniel Silva. For all fans of Robert Ludlum.
The Mark of the Assassin Jul 25 2022 CIA Agent Michael Osbourne stars in this
suspenseful series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Gabriel
Allon novels. When a commercial airliner is blown out of the sky off the east
coast, the CIA scrambles to find the perpetrators. A body is discovered near the
crash site with three bullets to the face: the calling card of a shadowy
international assassin. Only agent Michael Osbourne has seen the markings
before—on a woman he once loved. Now, it’s personal for Osbourne. Consumed

by his dark obsession with the assassin, he’s willing to risk his family, his
career, and his life—to settle a score… A PEOPLE PAGE-TURNER OF THE WEEK
Assassin's Apprentice (The Illustrated Edition) Dec 26 2019 A gorgeously
illustrated anniversary edition of the book that launched the epic Farseer
Trilogy, praised by George R. R. Martin as “fantasy as it ought to be written”
and Lin-Manuel Miranda as “an incredible series,” featuring a new foreword by
Robin Hobb and ten illustrations. Twenty-five years ago, Robin Hobb’s first
novel featuring FitzChivalry Farseer and his mysterious, often maddening friend
the Fool struck like a bolt of brilliant lightning. Thus began a beloved saga
spanning multiple series, full of adventure, magic, and sinister plots. To
celebrate a quarter-century of wonder, this special edition of Assassin’s
Apprentice presents a modern classic as it’s never been seen before: in
hardcover, with ten beautiful illustrations by Magali Villeneuve. Young Fitz is
the bastard son of the noble Prince Chivalry, raised in the shadow of the royal
court by his father’s gruff stableman. He is treated as an outcast by all the
royalty except the devious King Shrewd, who has him secretly tutored in the
arts of the assassin. For in Fitz’s blood runs the magic Skill—and the darker
knowledge of a child raised with the stable hounds and rejected by his family.
As barbarous raiders ravage the coasts, Fitz is growing to manhood. Soon he
will face his first dangerous, soul-shattering mission. And though some regard
him as a threat to the throne, he may just be the key to the survival of the
kingdom. Praise for Robin Hobb and Assassin’s Apprentice “Fantasy as it ought
to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George
R. R. Martin “A gleaming debut in the crowded field of epic fantasies . . . a
delightful take on the powers and politics behind the throne.”—Publishers
Weekly “This is the kind of book you fall into, and start reading slower as you
get to the end, because you don’t want it to be over.”—Steven Brust
The Mark of the Assassin Jun 19 2019 CIA Agent Michael Osbourne stars in this
suspenseful series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Gabriel
Allon novels. When a commercial airliner is blown out of the sky off the east
coast, the CIA scrambles to find the perpetrators. A body is discovered near the
crash site with three bullets to the face: the calling card of a shadowy
international assassin. Only agent Michael Osbourne has seen the markings
before—on a woman he once loved. Now, it’s personal for Osbourne. Consumed
by his dark obsession with the assassin, he’s willing to risk his family, his
career, and his life—to settle a score… A PEOPLE PAGE-TURNER OF THE WEEK
Dragon Assassin Jan 19 2022 A thrilling YA fantasy novel from award-winning
author Arthur Slade! Carmen is a student at Red Assassin School. She's an
expert at bladed weapons and poisons; and she's desperate to finish at the top
of the class, ahead of her twin brother. The students have been trained to hunt
using giant black swans, but Carmen has discovered a dragon. All she has to do
is get on his back. One problem: he's killed everyone who gets near him. Then
the Emperor declares war on assassins. And there might be a traitor among
them. Carmen wants to graduate. But the emperor wants her dead. Her
classmates might, too. Graduation night is about to become the fight of her life.
In this heartstopping adventure by Arthur Slade, readers will root for Carmen an Assassin with a heart of gold, determined to follow her dream against all
odds.
The English Assassin Feb 20 2022
Assassins Rogue Sep 03 2020 When duty calls, do you follow orders – or risk

everything and rebel? An injured pilot discovers Eva Delacourt’s safe house
moments before dying from her wounds, thrusting the female assassin into a
global conspiracy. Within days, a new war will begin in the Middle East, and Eva
is the only person who can prevent it. In a race against time across a fractured
Europe, and fighting a mysterious enemy working within the upper echelons of
the British government, Eva must confront her past once more if she is to
survive her mission. Assassins Rogue is a blisteringly fast-paced read and the
second novel in the action-packed Eva Delacourt series. 1. Assassins Hunted 2.
Assassins Rogue Praise for the Eva Delacourt series: "What a bloody good read!"
Goodreads "Absolutely action packed" Goodreads Spy novels, spy books, spy
series, female assassin, contract killer, British spy book series, British spy
books, espionage books, espionage book series, action and adventure books,
thriller books, crime fiction, crime fiction books, fast paced books, page turning
read, espionage, military, action, suspense, crime thriller, thriller, mystery,
London, Europe, terrorism, thriller series, mystery series, thriller and suspense,
vigilante justice, crime, action packed, private investigators, secret agents,
suspense series, spies, tech, techno, technology, crime, financial, murder, theft,
murder, assassin, death, deadly, gun, killer, sniper, shot, deadly, crime fiction,
crime novel, kidnapping, book series, women's fiction, conspiracy, political,
terrorism, contemporary, genre fiction, Lee Child, Jack Reacher, Reacher, John
Sandford, Robert Ludlum, Jason Bourne, contract killer, Jack Ryan, Robert Crais,
Killing Eve, 24, Spooks, MI6, James Bond, Ian Fleming, Tom Clancy, Chris Ryan,
Andy McNab, Marc Cameron, Alex Shaw, Scott Mariani, Clive Cussler, Vince
Flynn, J Robert Kennedy, Red Sparrow, Ward Larsen, James Patterson
Angels and Demons Aug 22 2019 Robert Langdon is called upon to identify a
mysterious symbol seared onto a dead man's chest. It belongs to the Illuminati,
a secret brotherhood with a vendetta against the Catholic Church.
Infinite Jest Apr 29 2020 'A writer of virtuostic talents who can seemingly do
anything' New York Times 'Wallace is a superb comedian of culture . . . his
exuberance and intellectual impishness are a delight' James Wood, Guardian 'He
induces the kind of laughter which, when read in bed with a sleeping partner,
wakes said sleeping partner up . . . He's damn good' Nicholas Lezard, Guardian
'One of the best books about addiction and recovery to appear in recent
memory' Sunday Times Somewhere in the not-so-distant future the residents of
Ennet House, a Boston halfway house for recovering addicts, and students at
the nearby Enfield Tennis Academy are ensnared in the search for the master
copy of Infinite Jest, a movie said to be so dangerously entertaining its viewers
become entranced and expire in a state of catatonic bliss . . .
The English Girl Feb 26 2020 The #1 New York Times Bestseller “Fast-paced
intrigue and provocative characters make this a fine addition to an outstanding
series.”—People, 4 stars #1 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Silva
delivers another stunning thriller in The English Girl—an action-packed tale of
high stakes international intrigue starring art restorer and master spy Gabriel
Allon. When a beautiful young British woman vanishes on the island of Corsica,
a prime minister’s career is threatened with destruction. Gabriel Allon, the
wayward son of Israeli intelligence, is thrust into a game of shadows where
nothing is what it seems...and where the only thing more dangerous than his
enemies might be the truth. Silva’s work has captured the imagination of
millions worldwide; his #1 New York Times bestselling series which chronicles
the adventures of art-restorer and master spy Gabriel Allon has earned the

praise of readers and reviewers everywhere. This captivating page-turner from
the undisputed master of spy fiction is sure to thrill new and old fans alike.
1Q84 Aug 14 2021 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The year is 1984 and the city is
Tokyo. A young woman named Aomame follows a taxi driver’s enigmatic
suggestion and begins to notice puzzling discrepancies in the world around her.
She has entered, she realizes, a parallel existence, which she calls 1Q84 —“Q is
for ‘question mark.’ A world that bears a question.” Meanwhile, an aspiring
writer named Tengo takes on a suspect ghostwriting project. He becomes so
wrapped up with the work and its unusual author that, soon, his previously
placid life begins to come unraveled. As Aomame’s and Tengo’s narratives
converge over the course of this single year, we learn of the profound and
tangled connections that bind them ever closer: a beautiful, dyslexic teenage
girl with a unique vision; a mysterious religious cult that instigated a shoot-out
with the metropolitan police; a reclusive, wealthy dowager who runs a shelter
for abused women; a hideously ugly private investigator; a mild-mannered yet
ruthlessly efficient bodyguard; and a peculiarly insistent television-fee collector.
A love story, a mystery, a fantasy, a novel of self-discovery, a dystopia to rival
George Orwell’s—1Q84 is Haruki Murakami’s most ambitious undertaking yet:
an instant best seller in his native Japan, and a tremendous feat of imagination
from one of our most revered contemporary writers.
The Perfect Assassin: A David Slaton Novel Dec 06 2020 USA Today Best-Selling
Author & Winner of Florida Book Award Silver Medal One Perfect Shot Will
Change the Course of History Christine Palmer, a young American doctor sailing
solo across the Atlantic, makes an incredible discovery—a man narrowly clinging
to his life in the frigid waters. But there is much more to this desperate survivor
than meets the eye. David Slaton is a Kidon—a highly-trained, highly-precise,
and highly-dangerous assassin. The Kidon is both the hunter and the hunted,
and he and Christine are in grave danger. Will they win in this race against
time? With the precision of a sharpshooter, author Ward Larsen weaves an
intricate tale of espionage and intrigue. The Bourne Identity meets The Day of
the Jackal
The Defector Dec 18 2021 In Moscow Rules Gabriel Allon went up against the
sadisitc Ivan Kharkov. Now he must outsmart him once and for all in this #1 New
York Times bestseller from Daniel Silva. Grigori Bulganov once saved Gabriel
Allon's life in Moscow—and Allon always repays his debts. So when the former
Russian intelligence officer vanishes, Allon gathers his team of operatives to go
after those responsible. But, in a running battle that rages across the globe,
Allon soon realizes that his enemy may already hold the key to victory. And that
if he continues, it will cost him more than he can bear...
The Day of the Jackal Aug 26 2022 THE CLASSIC THRILLER FROM #1 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR FREDERICK FORSYTH “The Day of the Jackal makes
such comparable books such as The Manchurian Candidate and The Spy Who
Came in from the Cold seem like Hardy Boy mysteries.”—The New York Times
The Jackal. A tall, blond Englishman with opaque, gray eyes. A killer at the top
of his profession. A man unknown to any secret service in the world. An assassin
with a contract to kill the world's most heavily guarded man. One man with a
rifle who can change the course of history. One man whose mission is so
secretive not even his employers know his name. And as the minutes count
down to the final act of execution, it seems that there is no power on earth that
can stop the Jackal.

The Blind Assassin Jun 24 2022 Winner of the Man Booker Prize By the author of
The Handmaid's Tale and Alias Grace Laura Chase's older sister Iris, married at
eighteen to a politically prominent industrialist but now poor and eighty-two, is
living in Port Ticonderoga, a town dominated by their once-prosperous family
before the First War. While coping with her unreliable body, Iris reflects on her
far from exemplary life, in particular the events surrounding her sister's tragic
death. Chief among these was the publication of The Blind Assassin, a novel
which earned the dead Laura Chase not only notoriety but also a devoted cult
following. Sexually explicit for its time, The Blind Assassin describes a risky
affair in the turbulent thirties between a wealthy young woman and a man on
the run. During their secret meetings in rented rooms, the lovers concoct a pulp
fantasy set on Planet Zycron. As the invented story twists through love and
sacrifice and betrayal, so does the real one; while events in both move closer to
war and catastrophe. By turns lyrical, outrageous, formidable, compelling and
funny, this is a novel filled with deep humour and dark drama.
The Marching Season Mar 21 2022 The #1 New York Times bestselling author of
the Gabriel Allon series presents the second thriller featuring former CIA Agent
Michael Osbourne, following The Mark of the Assassin. When the Good Friday
peace accords are shattered with three savage acts of terrorism, Northern
Ireland is blown back into the depths of conflict. And after his father-in-law is
nominated to become the new American ambassador to London, retired CIA
agent Michael Osbourne is drawn back into the game. He soon discovers that his
father-in-law is marked for execution. And that he himself is once again in the
crosshairs of a killer known only as October, one of the most merciless assassins
the world has ever known...
English Assassin Sep 15 2021 What kind of man is willing to kill for his country
without putting on a uniform? "Timely, topical, and intensely fun" - ★★★★★ "A
fascinating insight into the early days of the war" - ★★★★★ "Great start to the
series" - ★★★★★ A terrorist mastermind who murdered his fiancée. A race
against the clock to stop the nation's enemies by any means necessary. A man
with nothing left to live for and everything left to kill for. In Amazon-bestselling
author Stewart Clyde's "explosive and captivating" thriller, a young Stirling
Hunt begins his first assignment: to find and kill bin Laden's number two, a man
known as the 'brains of al-Qaeda.' Hunt was a gifted university student, Olympiclevel athlete, and he was in love. Until it was taken from him. After proposing to
his beautiful American fiancée, she is taken away from him by a deadly terrorist
attack. The quest to catch her killer takes Hunt from Egypt, to the United
Kingdom, to Afghanistan and back as he seeks retribution against a terrorist
mastermind. With the clock ticking and millions of lives on the line, this is an
unstoppable novel about a young man primed to become an ENGLISH ASSASSIN.
BUY YOUR COPY OF ENGLISH ASSASSIN NOW *** Praise for this Amazon Charts
Best Selling Thriller Series: "Mitch Rapp, Evan Smoak, and Gabriel Allon are my
favorites. I'm adding Stirling Hunt to the list." - ★★★★★ "Stewart Clyde's
military experience shines through. This action thriller is hard to put down. It
never pauses for a second and always leaves you wanting more." - ★★★★★ "The
first pages of this book are so tense and well written you know you will read all
of it." - ★★★★★ "Superb! A real page-turner of a novel, the action is relentless. I
couldn't put it down." - ★★★★★ *** STEWART CLYDE is an army veteran, and
brilliant voice in the thriller genre. His books are written in a taut, clear and
crisp style, and move at race pace. A new hero for our troubled times. In English

Assassin, Stirling Hunt shows all the hallmarks of a hard hitting anti-hero. Hard
as a diamond, but with a wry sense of humour and an unbending loyalty to his
friends, doing whatever it takes to bring enemies to justice. If you like Wilbur
Smith, David Baldacci, Stephen Leather, Mark Dawson, Chris Ryan, Brad Thor,
Jack Carr, Frederick Forsyth, or Vince Flynn, you will love Stewart Clyde. BUY
YOUR COPY OF ENGLISH ASSASSIN NOW
The Blind Assassin Feb 08 2021 The intimate focus of a family drama.
The Kill Artist Sep 22 2019 From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Other Woman comes the first novel in the thrilling series featuring
legendary assassin Gabriel Allon. Immersed in the quiet, meticulous life of an
art restorer, former Israeli intelligence operative Gabriel Allon keeps his past
well behind him. But now he is being called back into the game—and teamed
with an agent who hides behind her own mask...as a beautiful fashion model.
Their target: a cunning terrorist on one last killing spree, a Palestinian zealot
who played a dark part in Gabriel’s past. And what begins as a manhunt turns
into a globe-spanning duel fueled by both political intrigue and deep personal
passions...
Journeymen in Murder Jun 12 2021 Focusing on 16th- and 17th-century English
drama, Journeymen in Murder shows how assassins, although embroiled in
violence and intrigue, often serve to address issues of political and moral
concern in the period, such as the dangers of tyranny, or the corrupting power
of money. Broad in scope, the book covers the entire corpus of English
Renaissance drama, and it offers detailed critical consideration of many plays,
including several that are here studied in depth for the first time. Throughout,
the achievement of major dramatists is placed in the context of other writers'
use of similar material, illuminating the ways in which they create their own
distinctive and disturbing effects by using the audience's prior experience of the
character.
The Irish Assassins Nov 24 2019 Shortlisted for the ALCS Gold Dagger Award for
Nonfiction A brilliant work of historical true crime charting a pivotal event in the
l9th century, the Phoenix Park murders in Dublin, that gripped the world and
forever altered the course of Irish history, from renowned journalist, former
New Yorker London editor, and Costa Biography Award finalist Julie Kavanagh.
Ireland, 1879-1882. After 700 years of British rule, the post-Famine generation
of Irish tenant farmers began to push back against the reigning feudal system of
landownership. The charismatic political leader, Charles Stewart Parnell, headed
up the Land League, a revolutionary movement that promised to restore land
and power to the people through a series of protests, strikes, and boycotts.
After what became known as the Irish Land War had escalated into nationwide
anarchy, Parnell and two associates were incarcerated without trial in
Kilmainham Gaol. In April 1882, Parnell secretly forged the Kilmainham Treaty, a
pact in which he pledged to work diplomatically with British Prime Minister
William Gladstone for peace and the eventual independence of Ireland from
England. It was a moment of real hope and a potential turning point in history,
one that Gladstone himself described as "golden." Yet it would be shattered one
sunlit evening, on May 6, l882, as Gladstone's emissary, Lord Frederick
Cavendish, who had arrived that day in Dublin, and Thomas Burke, the
undersecretary for Ireland, were ambushed and stabbed to death while strolling
through Phoenix Park in Dublin. The murders were funded by American
supporters of Irish independence and carried out by the Invincibles, a militant

faction of republicans armed with specially made surgeon's blades. The impact
of the assassinations was so cataclysmic that it destroyed the peace pact,
almost brought down the government, and set in motion repercussions that
would last long into the twentieth century. In a story that spans Donegal,
Dublin, London, Paris, New York, Cannes, and Cape Town, Julie Kavanagh traces
the crucial events that came before and after the murders. From Parnell's
passionate affair with an Irish MP's wife, Katharine "Kitty" O'Shea, which
eventually caused his downfall, to Queen Victoria's prurient obsession with the
assassinations; from the investigation spearheaded by Superintendent John
Mallon, the "Irish Sherlock Holmes," who tirelessly tracked down each member
of the Invincibles, to the eventual betrayal and clandestine escape of leading
Invincible James Carey and his murder on the high seas; The Irish Assassins
brings us intimately into this fascinating story that shaped Irish politics and
engulfed an empire. This is an unputdownable book from one of our most
"compulsively readable" (Guardian) writers.
Three Assassins Jan 07 2021 THEIR MISSION IS MURDER. HIS IS REVENGE.
Suzuki is just an ordinary man until his wife is murdered. When he discovers the
criminal gang responsible he leaves behind his life as a maths teacher and joins
them, looking for a chance to take his revenge. What he doesn't realise is that
he's about to get drawn into a web of unusual professional assassins, each with
their own agenda. The Whale convinces his victims to take their own lives using
just his words. The Cicada is a talkative and deadly knife expert. The elusive
Pusher dispatches his targets in deadly traffic accidents. Suzuki must take each
of them on, in order to try to find justice and keep his innocence in a world of
killers. *AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER NOW* PRAISE FOR BULLET TRAIN: 'Unlike
anything you're likely to have read before...white-hot with double-crosses'
Financial Times 'Entertaining...high-speed...with lots of twists and turns...it has
a Tarantino-meets-the-Coen-Brothers feel to it'The Times Part high-octane
thriller, part farce, this is an unusual and thoroughly enjoyable read' Guardian
The action accelerates up and down the ten carriages but the question is: who
will get off alive? Daily Mail
Portrait of an Unknown Woman Nov 17 2021 In a spellbinding new masterpiece
by #1 New York Times–bestselling author Daniel Silva, Gabriel Allon undertakes
a high-stakes search for the greatest art forger who ever lived Legendary spy
and art restorer Gabriel Allon has at long last severed ties with Israeli
intelligence and settled quietly in Venice, the only place he has ever truly known
peace. His beautiful wife, Chiara, has taken over day-to-day management of the
Tiepolo Restoration Company, and their two young children are clandestinely
enrolled in a neighborhood scuola elementare. For his part, Gabriel spends his
days wandering the streets and canals of the watery city, parting company with
the demons of his tragic, violent past. But when the eccentric London art dealer
Julian Isherwood asks Gabriel to investigate the circumstances surrounding the
rediscovery and lucrative sale of a centuries-old painting, he is drawn into a
deadly game of cat and mouse where nothing is as it seems. Gabriel soon
discovers that the work in question, a portrait of an unidentified woman
attributed to Sir Anthony van Dyck, is almost certainly a fiendishly clever fake.
To find the mysterious figure who painted it—and uncover a multibillion-dollar
fraud at the pinnacle of the art world—Gabriel conceives one of the most
elaborate deceptions of his career. If it is to succeed, he must become the very
mirror image of the man he seeks: the greatest art forger the world has ever

known.
The Messenger May 23 2022 On the trail of a deadly al-Qaeda operative, Gabriel
Allon returns in a spellbinding story of deception, power, and revenge by the #1
New York Times bestselling "world-class practitioner of spy fiction" (Washington
Post). Gabriel Allon—art restorer and spy—is about to face the greatest
challenge of his life. An al-Qaeda suspect is killed in London, and photographs
are found on his computer—photographs that lead Israeli intelligence to suspect
that al-Qaeda is planning one of its most audacious attacks ever, aimed straight
at the heart of the Vatican. Allon and his colleagues soon find themselves in a
deadly duel of wits against one of the most dangerous men in the world—a hunt
that will take them across Europe to the Caribbean and back. But for them,
there may not be enough of anything: enough time, enough facts, enough luck.
All Allon can do is set his trap—and hope that he is not the one caught in it.
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